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Update on the Safeguarding Team
Designated Safeguarding Lead: Fiona Lovecy,
Deputy Head
As we near half term this is a good opportunity to express how
well so many of our young people have coped with the
pressures and uncertainty of returning to school life. Ability to cope
with change can be challenging for many people, young and old,
so we should be proud that many students have done so well. A
few children are naturally more anxious, with
academic pressures, fear of COVID and COVID measures, worry about their
family and re-establishing themselves with staff and their peers
after lockdown. If you are concerned that your child exhibits
some anxiety please use the guide below to help and perhaps
offset bigger problems. As always contact us if we can help further.

Deputy Safeguarding Leads: Sara Wells and
Sarah Green.

Plus!
We are pleased to announce that we have a
new Deputy Safeguarding Lead to provide
even greater capacity.
Well done to Mrs J Gouldburn, SIT in Year 6
who has now completed the Designated
Safeguarding Lead course.

Be there to listen: Regularly ask your children how they’re doing so they get used to talking
about their feelings and know there’s always someone to listen if they want it. Find out how
to help them open up with their worries. How to start a conversation with your child.
Stay involved in their life: Show interest in their life and the things that are important to
them. It not only helps them value who they are but also makes it easier for you to spot
problems and support them.
Take what they say seriously: Listening to and valuing what they say, without judging their feelings, in
turn makes them feel valued. Consider how to help them process and work through their emotions in a
more constructive way. The Anna Freud Centre Support Guide
Support them through difficulties: Pay attention to their emotions and behaviour, and try
to help them work through their difficulties. It’s not always easy when faced with challenging
behaviour, but try to help them understand what they’re feeling and why.
Help with difficult behaviour and emotions
Encourage their interests: Being active or creative, learning new things and being part of a
team help connect us with others and are important ways we can all help our mental health.
Support and encourage them to explore their interests, whatever they are.
Build positive routines: We know it still may not be easy, but try to reintroduce structure
around regular routines, healthy eating and exercise. A good night’s sleep is also really important—try to get into a routine that fits with school. Sleep tips for children.

On this website and highly recommended

www.inourplace.co.uk
2 online courses on offer for free

1. For Teenagers
‘Understanding your brain’
2. For Parents
‘Understanding Your Teenager’s Brain’
Use the code: SOLIHULLEPPROFFHWCS
to access for free

